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Subject: Handling of Images in state=DELETED, sorting and categorization of Images in the UI

Description

As new Images get registered and deleted in the Synnefo DB, the UI they will start to show up in random order in the UI.

UI issues are best dealt with using Image metadata.

The purpose of this ticket is to explore the possibility of UI-specific metadata keys (e.g., "sortorder", "category") which will determine

placement of Images in specific order and/or in specific groups (e.g. "Debian images", "Server Images", "desktop Images", etc).

Related issues:

related to Synnefo - Feature # 1157: Support deletion of Flavors, support ser... Closed 09/16/2011

related to Synnefo - Bug # 1494: UI barfs if a VM is based on an Image with s... Closed 10/14/2011

Associated revisions

Revision 28e44bd3 - 09/14/2011 06:27 pm - Kostas Papadimitriou 

Fix vm image params update, Refs #823

Proper image params update for vm images in DELETED state

Revision 0d12d452 - 09/14/2011 06:51 pm - Kostas Papadimitriou 

Allow image sorting in vm creation view, Refs #823

Based on `sortorder` image metadata key value

History

#1 - 09/14/2011 06:00 pm - Vangelis Koukis

- Subject changed from Sorting and categorization of Images in the UI to Handling of Images in state=DELETED, sorting and categorization of Images in 

the UI

- Priority changed from Low to High

- Target version changed from v0.7 to v0.6.2

Assigning with higher priority.

Having images in state=DELETED makes the UI barf.

The UI should handle having VMs for which the corresponding imageRef is in state=DELETED gracefully.

Also, please consider implementing a sortkey metadata attribute, which will allow setting the Images in an arbitrary order in the UI.

#2 - 09/15/2011 02:00 pm - Vangelis Koukis

- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
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Merged into master, closing.
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